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Head teachers Message:
We have had yet another amazing year at Islamia. The year has been packed with a range of activities
which I know all the students have enjoyed. The last few weeks have been packed with a huge range of
extracurricular activities ranging from horse riding to learning how to do CPR. Islamia Girls’ School also
had a ‘No Notice’ OfSTED inspection in early January even though we just had been inspected
on 18th June 2014. Masha’Allah we got through it and maintained our Outstanding grading even with the
more intense new framework. I would like to thank all staff, students and parents for their continued
support. The inspectors graded us on four categories, achievement of pupils, quality of teaching,
behaviour and safety of pupils and leadership and management. Al-hamdulillah, we were awarded
outstanding in all categories again, and it was a well-deserved recognition for all the amazing work put in
by the staff at this very special school. Islamia is one big family and we must always remember that
without Allah (swt)’s blessing none of this would be possible. It is with regret that I am informing you that
Juwayriah Zamir is leaving Islamia, she is travelling abroad and we wish her all the best for the future. We
have two new maths teachers starting in September Ashna Mohammad and Zuhra Abukar both are very
good practitioners and I am sure that they will be strong additions to the Islamia team. The school ended
on a high and a number of students received recognition for their hard work and commitment. I would like
to end my message by wishing you all Ramadan Mubarak and an early Eid Mubarak. Thank you all for
your support and may Islamia grow from strength to strength.

Goodbye
to
Year 11

School Council Charity Campaign
Every year at Islamia Girls School, the school council run a charity campaign, which involves each member of the school council and year 11 setting up several events to help
raise money and awareness. The chosen charity for this was Human Appeal in support
of Palestine. Not only did the events build several of our skills such as management and
It is with great sadness team work, but they were also fun and Alhamdulillah were the means through which a lot
that we will be bidding was raised. The campaign began with the annual sponsored walk in which the girls
farewell to two year 11 trekked on a long journey from the school to Regents Park Mosque. They were dressed
year groups. Islamia will in the colours of the Palestinian flag, carrying several banners and raising awareness all
truly miss them all and the while.
wishes them a bright and Next came the charity dinner, the main event of the year! We had a fantastic evening
successful future ahead with recitations of the Holy Quran from world renowned Sheikh Abu Bakir AlShatri. Other
insha’Allah. They put on guest speakers included Ben White, a writer and journalist who graduated from Cama successful charity eve- bridge University, and Islam Channel presenter and charity representative Naeem Raza.
ning and raised money Through ticket sales, pledges and the main auction, £56,000 was raised MashaAllah! It
for a great cause.
was a splendid evening that brought us all together and really got everyone in a charitaGoodbye Class of
ble spirit. The hall was completely full and looked marvellous, the decorations were all
set up by the year 11 students and Brother Mohamed, jazahu Allah khair.
2015, you shall be
Between the charity dinner and the final event, the charity evening, year 11’s got busy
missed!
organising a school sleepover! Students could purchase a ticket to sleepover at school,
with all the ticket sale funds going to charity, and enjoy the many activities in store for
them. Throughout the year we had several non-uniform days where students donated £2
each. Additionally, at the local superstore, Sainsbury’s, it was all hands on deck as our
year volunteered to do some bag packing, raising money as well as awareness within the
local community.
Finally, to bring our campaign to a close, we ended on a high note with the charity dinner. In the grand finale, we had our very own live entertainment as younger years put
together a wonderful play produced by Miss Gokce Teckneci. In addition, there was an
auction hosted in the mosque as our final push to raise the most amount of money. To
close the event, we presented the audience a huge cheque of £70,870 masha’Allah!
Thanks to our dedicated team of School Council, we were able to raise a lot of money
towards a good cause. Thank you to all the students, teachers, parents and friends who
supported us, as nothing could have been possible without you. Aicha Laouar, Head Girl
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Muslimah Club
Alhamdulillah, Muslimah club has been involved in a number of initiatives this year in order to be involved both in
the local and international community.

Orphan Sponsor
For the third year running, each year group has been sponsoring one orphan and I am pleased to announce that
we have been provided with an update on each orphan by the charity, Human Relief Foundation

Year 7 Orphan
Name: Manar
From: Jordan
Age: 17

Message from Manar:
Dear sponsor, it is my pleasure to thank you for your
sponsor and helping me and my family, your sponsorship
makes me happy and gives me the ability to buy things I
need, thanks further and may God bless you

Message from Isra’a:
I want to tell you about me, I’m the orphan Isra’a, I’m in
good health praise be to Allah, and I’m studying in the
eighth grade, I live at my uncles house after the death of
my parents

Year 9 Orphan
Name: Hussain
From: Iraq
Age: 13

Year 8 Orphan
Name: Isra’a
From: Palestine
Age: 14

Message from Hussain:
All thanks and appreciation to all who helped me and I ask
God to give happiness and livelihood

Message from Laraib:
My name is Laraib Mumtaz. The sponsorship I’m getting is very useful for me. It cover’s my life needs.
Thank you very much. May Allah (swt) give you success in every step. Ameen.

Year 10 Orphan
Name: Laraib
From: Pakistan
Age: 14
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Care Home and Life Book project
For two years running, a selected group
of students along with Mrs Ambareen
and Miss Saba have been visiting Carlton Dene Care Home in Kilburn. The
visit has enabled the students to communicate with the elderly residents as
well as partake in activities.
This year, the Year 9s have been working on a new project as part of the ilm to
amal curriculum with 1st Ethical. This is
where they have been researching the
life of a resident by interviewing them
with the aim of producing a life book on
the key events in their life. It is hoped
that the life book will be completed in
September where they will then be presented to the resident insha’Allah. Continue watching this space!

Year 9 students with
Phyls who coordinates the activities at the Care
Home

Students with
David, a resident
at the Care
Home

Homeless Food drop off
As part of a project to help the homeless and in conjunction with 1st Ethical, the school are involved in
dropping food items to Conway House- a hostel in
Kilburn. The project involves holding a tuck shop
every Friday at break, the proceeds of which go towards buying food items that are then dropped to the
hostel on a monthly basis.
During Ramadan, we also dropped off hot food consisting of rice and chicken for the residents. We hope
to continue the project next year insha’Allah.
The residents designed a thank you card, showing
their appreciation to the school for the food items.

Spomsored walk to three hospitals
The year 9 class were involved in a wonderful project that involved
taking gifts for sick children to three hospitals as part of our Share a
Smile initiative. The three hospitals included: Great Ormond Street,
University College Hospital and St Mary’s Hospital.
Once reaching the hospitals, the students were taken on a tour and
took part in a conference. After dropping off the gifts, the students
then took part in a sponsored walk back to school, the proceeds of
which were given to 1s Ethical Charitable Trust. Well done to Hajir
Gorashi for raising the most amount of money and
being awarded an iPad for her efforts, masha’Allah.
Some of the students with Catherine Sykes, who works
for Great Ormond Street Hospital Children’s Charity
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Human Rights
Day
This year, Human Rights day focused on the issue of race and the fundamental human right that everyone was
born free and has the right to life regardless of race, religion or belief. Students were reminded of Ayah 13 in
Surah 49 about race in which Allah (swt) says:
“O mankind! We have created you from a male and a female, and made you into nations and tribes, that you may
know one another. Verily, the most honourable of you with Allah is that (believer) who has At-Taqwa [i.e. one of
the Muttaqun (pious)]. Verily, Allah is All-Knowing, All-Aware.” (13:49)
With the help of some of our alumni - the first year of students to set up the Islamia Girls School Amnesty Youth
group, the girls listened attentively to a presentation explaining what Human Rights were, and why they are important to us. The presentation covered the history of Amnesty International, as well as some of the important
campaigns they worked for this year including: Stop torture, freedom of expression in Egypt, the refugee situation
in Syria, the immigration crisis in the Mediterranean and Gaza.
Each year group watched a movie, or documentary film which highlighted different aspects to do with Human
Rights, such as racism, unjust imprisonment and torture. The following movies were played:
Belle (2013): The mixed-race daughter of an aristocratic British admiral in 18th century England, defies social
stereotypes and prejudices of people of colour, and plays an important role in the campaign to abolish slavery in
England.
Hotel Rwanda (2004): The movie portrays a horrific account of the Rwandan Genocide in 1994, following the
story of Paul Rusesabagina, a hotel manager who tries his utmost to protect the lives of those in danger.
Guantanamo’s Child - Omar Khadr (2015): An Al-Jazeera documentary film with Canadian national Omar Khadr
who was imprisoned in Guantanamo Bay at the meagre age of 15 accused of unfounded terrorism related
charges and murder. He tells a harrowing story of his time in Guantanamo, and the trials and tribulations he went
through being locked up for 13 years of his life.
The Internet’s Own Boy (2014): A documentary film looking back at the life of programming prodigy and information activist Aaron Swartz. The film covers Aaron’s life as a writer, political organizer and internet activist fighting
for the freedom of public information.
The students were also given a quiz at the end of the day to test all they had learnt, in the style of game show
‘Who Wants to be a Millionare’ with Eagles winning the highest score, congratulations!
The girls found the day very informative, and they were encouraged to study more about human rights in their
own time, to know their rights and try to be involved in stopping human rights abuses around the world. They also
voted to change the date of Islamia’s Human Rights Day to the 10th December each year as it is International
Human Rights Day.

Imaan Mirza, Chair of Islamia Girls Amnesty Youth Group

Maryam Tehami, Arij Limam and Tasnim Limam:
Alumni and founders of Islamia Girls Amnesty Youth
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Young Enterprise
The year 10s are part of the young enterprise, which is the United Kingdom’s leading business and enterprise education
charity; each year 250,000 young people are involved and amongst them 16 students are from our school who have successfully built upon a company called Arabian Lights. This organisation enables the younger generations to have a taste of how
setting up business is like in reality and to, additionally, learn many skills that will be required in their future careers, such
as; teamwork, practical thinking, punctuality, leadership, public speaking, sales, finance and businesslike behaviour so that
they can succeed in the world of work.
On the 4th of November 2014, the year 10s had attended the young enterprise interim show case at JFS (Jewish Free School).
They have been judged on their overall contribution for their company, Arabian Lights, by the Young Enterprise judges of
Brent, and have successfully won a silver award. This was achieved by teamwork, contribution of their time, the products
itself, advertisement abilities, presentation skills, customer services, financial management and the capability of making
money to start off their business by selling shares and doing fundraising.

Not only that, but they were specifically labelled in the award ceremony by the mayor of Harrow, as being the only company
that brought their products locally rather than internationally, unlike the other companies. Arabian Lights have also won an
additional award, for the most innovative product at the Deutsche bank London finals in Liverpool Street.
They also attended the Harrow and Brent final in which they set up their trade stand as well as presented their product to
many schools and judges which was an amazing experience for them.
Arabian Lights also had the opportunity to attend the West London finals which involved many companies, not only from
Brent and Harrow, but from other boroughs located in West London, which was a massive achievement for them.
Also, thanks to Young Enterprise, the members from year 10 that are a member of young enterprise, have had the opportunity to attend a various amount of trade stands, for example at- West 12, Ealing Broadway and Brent Cross, which enabled
them to have an embellished experience as to what Business is really about. They have also sold their candles to Islamia Primary School, which turned out to be a huge success.
This organisation is originally set up for students in year 12 which indicate the year 10’s initiative and team work abilities as
to being outstanding, even though they are less aware about the business world, compared to other companies, but have
shown their independent capabilities and their established and competent manners towards their potential achievements.
This product is based around an Arabian theme which is implemented in both of their linked products, which are candles
with hand-drawn henna designs and home-made scented, Arabian Princess, candles which were sold in different sizes and
designs. The costs of the candles vary depending on the different range of candles, starting from £3.99-£8.99. Additionally,
75% of the profit made by the Arabian Lights company will be given to charity, so not only has this product been made for
the liking of the customers, but also for a good cause.
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English Department:
Ms. M. Berry & Miss G. Tekneci.
Department Trips:
Year 7 - Dick Whittington
Lyric Theatre - December
The Railway Children
Kings Cross - June
Year 8 - The Making of Harry Potter,
Warner bros. Studio Tour - December
Year 9 - Royal Courts of Justice:
mock trial and a guided tour - June
Year 10 - To Kill a Mockingbird
Barbican Theatre - June
.Wordbook Day Tokens:
To celebrate World Book Day in March, the girls received a token which could be exchanged for a free
book, at a local shop or in part payment for a book.
Department Handbook: Michelle Berry has been
working on updating the department’s handbook including the policies and documents relating to department: marking, trips and enrichment activities.
Teacher Professional Development
in preparation for 2015 new specifications:
Gothic Exhibition: British Library
Gothic Exhibition: National Archives
Twilight Gothic Tour: British Library
The Merchant of Venice: Almedia Theatre
Edexcel: New Specification Guidance
GCSE Reforms:
2015 specification changes and the teaching of GCSE,
from the latter part of year 9 require the introduction of
a new text Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. In term 3 the
department began the first teaching, of this text. Support materials including texts and films have been ordered. Further changes include:
•
•
•
•

examinations taken at the end of the course
there will be no internal assessment
tiers will be removed
a new grading system, from 1 to 9

Entrance Tests:
The department will prepare a new entrance test
and mark scheme, for years 7, 8 and 9.
2014 English Literature GCSE Results.
From a class of 24 higher level candidates – all students achieved a grade A*, A or B with 16 students
achieving A or A*.

Student Feedback:
The year 7 students seem to particularly enjoy writing
their own short stories as illustrated by a student, from
Miss Tekneci’s class: 'I thoroughly enjoyed this short
story unit it allowed me to express my creativity and the
variety of stories that we studied gave me a wider understanding of different genres. We then had to write our
own short stories which was so much fun! Miss gave us a
choice of different genres and we had to apply all our
knowledge and use special language techniques to produce our own masterpiece. Loved it! '
Reading Competition: at the beginning of the year Miss
Tekneci’s KS3 classes took part in keeping a log of every
book they had read that month. The winner was based on
the total number of pages read. This really encouraged
the students to explore different types of writing and
many enjoy reading even more.
Drama: the department embeds dramatic opportunities,
when appropriate within lessons. This is very popular with
the students: ‘Drama really allows us the express our inner creativity. We used it for character development during one lesson which aided our ability to development a
detailed description in our writing afterwards.’
Resources:
For the first time, at IGS, two classes will be sitting the
literature GCSE, so more copied of Animal Farm had to
be purchased as each candidate requires a clean copy of
both texts, in the examination.
Young Writers Competition:
Miss Tekneci’s years 7, 8 and 9 classes submitted stories
for the Mini Monologues anthology; many have been successfully selected and will shortly see their work in print.
Additionally, most students, from 7b, were selected for
publication in the Poetopia anthology.

ICT Department:
Mrs K. Khalladi and Mr
A. Gautam
Mr Gautam is carrying all the teaching at Key stage 3
from year 7 to year 9, while Mrs Khalladi continued to
deliver Key stage 4 to year 10s and 11s. We have started
delivering the new curriculum with more focus on programming, hence our subject is now called Computer
Science (CSc) instead of ICT.
All pupils receive two periods of CSc per week. At Key
stage 3 we aim for our pupils to understand and apply the
fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including abstraction, logic, algorithms and data
representation and analyse problems in computational
terms, and have repeated practical experience of writing
computer programs in order to solve such problems.
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We are offering basic programming and introduction to
sequencing instructions and computer games using
Miss Saba and Mrs Malik
Scratch program and Python, where pupils learn how to
create game characters and program them to move
around the stage, as well as creating basic programs.

HISTORY:
GCSE History

At key stage 4, starting from year 10, the girls work on
the
Computer
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in
Our new
aim inEdexcel
offering GCSE
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has notGCSE
only been
to provide
order
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theopportunity
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with the
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world
in which
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that
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with. As two ex-students said, “Without History, your life’s a
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The
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Therefore this year for the History department has alhamHistory
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Miss Saba and Mrs Malik

understanding of the world in which they live and by
giving meaning to the books they read, the cities they
visit, and the media that they interact with. As two exstudents said, “Without History, your life’s a Mystery”!
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Food
T e c h n o l o g y : Quran/Arabic:
Mrs Huda & Mr Mohamed
Miss Isha Tree
& Mrs Samia
May I firstly begin to say it has been a great pleasure
working with the Year 7’s, who are soon to be in year 8.
Time has flown by so quickly. I wish them all the best for
the following years to come at IGS. They have worked
tremendously hard and have also been very keen and
helpful. It is such a pleasure to be working at the school
with such creative and mature minds.
I would like to give our current year 11s who completed
the Jamie Oliver Home Cooking Skills Btec course huge
congratulations as they successfully passed and will be
receiving their certificates from Mrs Khalladi soon. May I
also thank Mrs Khalladi for her time and support with
delivering the course and the kindness of her heart in
transporting the folders to and from Hertfordshire for all
the work to be moderated. Without her, it would have
been hard work.
Now, as you are all aware every year IGS organises Islamic week. This year both Ms Tehami and Miss Hussain
were the organisers. The girls thoroughly enjoyed the
week, especially the year 8s, who were able to work with
Ms Tehami during the activity week in creating delicious
snacks. I even manage to get hold of a recipe of Ms Tehami’s delicious cupcakes. Snacks included cheese and
cinnamon twists, brownies, biscuits and muffins. Below
are a few pictures of the event of what the girls made.
Year 7 helped to make cookies and lasagne for the recent Summer Fair at IGS. What great teamwork it was to
prepare the food, also with the help of a few of the staff
who included Mrs Rahmatullah, Ms Tehami, Mrs AbuAbdo, Mrs Djabellah and Mrs Elahi assisting with the
preparation of the lasagna. What great fun it was on that
day of working in the kitchen.
Now, all I should add is that I wish all the girls a safe and
wonderful summer, and hope you all have a joyful Ramadan.

Alhamdullilah, most students worked hard to keep up
and add on to their individual Hifz from various chapters of the Quran, ranging from a few short Surahs
from Juz Amma up to Surah Al-Bakarah ( chapter 1).
We continue to offer our students summarized meanings and interpretations of the studied surahs/Ayahs,
according to traditional and modern Tafasir to help
them in their memorization. Students were set a
minimum amount of memorization in all year groups,
with a focus of proper pronunciation for the lower
years. Learning five ayahs per week from their year
group designated Surahs has been achieved by all
students.
Some students have managed to learn much more
than that and were consistently keeping up with their
individual Surahs, for the whole year (again, all praise
and thanks are due to Allah then to all the parents
who encouraged their daughters to achieve this result). Memorization is only one aspect of what we aim
to achieve as a school. We aspire our students to
also search for and learn the associated Tafsir of the
verses/Surahs they learn and put them into practice
to reflect the beauty of Islam in their actions, following
the steps of our beloved Prophet (SAW), whose life
was - as Aisha (RA) described it – A walking Quran.
The other main aim was to teach our students how to
recite the Qur’an according to the rules of Tajweed,
which they study in depth to be able to enhance their
Tarteel of any word in the Mushaf, not only the
Surahs/Verses they already know by heart.
In KS3, We encourage all girls to engage in group
memorising and understanding of Surah Al-Mulk, ArRahmaan in yr 7, Alwaqiah in year 8 and Ya-sin in
year 9.
In KS4, we focus on Surah Al-Kahf or part of it- according to ability - in yr 10 & Sura Luqman in yr 11.
Arabic is a language that is one of the core foundations of the curriculum at Islamia Girl’s School. The
GCSE topics and syllabus for both non-speakers &
speakers must be completed by end of year 10 with
the later group working at a higher level. In year 11,
students who did not take the exam will keep on revisiting the topics and practicing production of language: speaking and writing.
We are continuously updating our resources to suit
the new syllabus and we are in the process of buying
additional texts required for the linear 2012 specification. We are also better equipping the department
with the necessary resources for the GCE/AS level
Arabic and are encouraging more students to consider taking it up in year 11.
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Religious Studies KS3:
This year in RS the girls have studied a variety of topics during their work in KS3. They have had an opportunity to complete work on Islamic studies, comparative religion and they learnt how to conduct floor debates on topical religious and philosophical issues.
During the year they have had an opportunity to review
the basics of Islam: the significance of the pillars of
Islam and Iman; Fiqh issues related to Wudu and
Salah; the authenticity of the Qur'an and Sunnah; 99
Names of Allah (swt); the importance and signs of loving the Prophet (saw); the companions of the Prophet
(saw) and how we can benefit from their example today; Judgement day and the Hereafter; important stories from the Qur'an. We purchased new resources
from the US to assist us in delivering these topics.
These units encouraged the girls to understand and
think about the importance of our belief, our acts of
worship, the role models in our life and how we can
carry their principles today in our lives and communities. It was an opportunity for them to ask questions
and share their knowledge with each other.
Our studies on comparative religion were thematic and
assisted by our new textbooks Think RE purchased for
Year 7, 8 and 9. The girls studied themes like: belief
and worship in the major world faiths; prejudice & racism; world leaders whose faith inspired them to
change their community; the issue of evil and suffering
in the world from the perspective of the major world
faiths; science, religion & the beginning of creation; is it
ever right to fight and can war be justified; the role and
position of women. These units encouraged the girls
think about world perspectives on topical issues and
the position of their own faith as well as those of Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism and Sikhism.
This helped them to build their understanding of how
others think.
We also visited the church next to our school with year
7 and had an open forum discussion with the minister
about Christian belief and worship. This prompted the
girls to reflect on their own faith too and share their
perspectives with the minister.
Some of the most interesting and fun lessons were our
floor debate lessons in which girls from the debating
club led the class and trained them on how to perform
debates. Topical and controversial issues were discussed and the girls had the opportunity to put themselves on both sides of the fence. They learnt how to
organise themselves and deliver their perspectives
and challenge others.
Overall, the girls have put in a superb effort, have
opened up, contributed and engaged well with each
other.
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Maths Department :
Ms Elahi & Mrs Zamir
At the beginning of this year, we were blessed to
have Mrs Juwayriyah Zamir who had a tremendous
contribution both academically and as a wonderful
role model. Due to family circumstances, she has to
leave us. We are very sad to see her leave and we
wish her the best for her and her family.
Changes to the Curriculum we have started the
new maths specification this year – both in key stage
3 & 4, the changes are significant, and have been
designed to be more challenging with particular focus
on problem solving fluency and reasoning.
Maths Challenge We took part in the Maths Challenge again this year as part of our ongoing commitment to promoting excellence. This is a national competition designed to engage and stimulate interest in
Mathematics. We entered students from all year
groups and the following students received special
recognition for their achievements: Results of Intermediate Mathematical Challenge February 2015,
number of certificates awarded.
Year 9
Silver 3
Bronze 3
Year 10
Silver 1
Year 11
Silver 2
Bronze
Results of Junior Mathematical Challenge April 2015,
number of certificates awarded.
Year 7
Silver 3
Bronze 12
Year 8
Silver 4
Bronze 7

Additionally, the maths challenge will help to develop
and inspire interest in mathematics. The importance
of teaching mathematical reasoning and problemsolving rather than arbitrary rules is being emphasised in recent curriculum changes and the Maths
challenge certainly will help to achieve this. It encourages pupils to think for themselves and develop critical reasoning which is why I hope that next year there
will be more students who participate in the challenge.

Science Department :
TEACHERS: Mrs Manna Naher, Ms Salma
Ahmed and Ms Samina Razaque
LAB TECHNICIAN: Ms Maryam Ahmad
It has been an exciting year for the Science Department
as we welcomed two new members of staff, Ms Salma
and Ms Samina but unfortunately had to say goodbye to
our longstanding Science teacher Ms Widaad.
We took on the challenging task of teaching the Biology
GCSE to year 9 and year 10 pupils, who have all
worked extremely hard - the Science department wish
them all the best in August.
As expected, the new KS3 curriculum for year 7 included more content which provided more depth of
challenge for pupils. All pupils at KS3 conducted more
practicals linked to curriculum content; this proved to be
engaging and effective in lessons.
As part of the department’s strategy for inspiring new
scientists; pupils had the opportunity to take part in a
competition based upon creating a profile for a famous
scientist- exciting prizes were awarded in order: Mariam
Belmokhtar ( Kindle), Zainab Khan (Microscopic lab and
fun science kit) and Sara Hussain (Fun Science kit).
The effect of the new curriculum in the Science had a
significant impact on the teachers and the learners.
Planning for teaching, assessment and structure are
continuously under review.
Implementing the new curriculum and delivering separate Sciences have many advantages for students preparing them well to undertake the challenge of Science
A levels. If a pupil is not reaching their target grade the
department intervenes and provides booster classes in
the morning and/or after school.
As part of the extra-curricular programme the following
trips were organised:
Year 7 & 8 took part in a joint geography and science trip to Woburn Safari where they took part
in a work shop on different species and their
adaptations.
Year 8 took part in the Code builder work shop at
the Science museum, Imax cinema on the Hidden Universe, The Rocket show and spent
some time in Launch pad. Pupils had a great
time!
A Crime Scene Investigation (CSI) day was. We
explored different aspects of Forensic science
including: finger printing, hand writing analysis,
DNA profiling and food testing. The day proved
to be a resounding success.
Fun science day was a great opportunity for the
pupils to engage in an array of activities including: Alka-Seltzer rockets, Making Slime, fizzy
fountain constructing a ’Strong’ tower from
marshmallows and spaghetti to but name a
few!
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The girls were treated to an external speaker from
the STEM organisation who conducted an engaging
workshop with the year 7 pupils. Dove tailing from
that Ms Salma treated the pupils to ice cream made
with liquid Nitrogen which I am sure the pupils will
never forget!
Having had a very successful year in Science, we
look forward to continue with the Triple Science
specification at KS4 and will continue to enrol more
students on the Crest Award. Once again we had a
lot of parental support and encouragement, JazakAllah khair. We are always grateful on your kindness
and generosity to help us.
Wa’alaikum salaam
Science Dept.

Art Department: Mrs Zabeena
Finally the day has arrived! Over the holidays the Art
room will be given a much-needed make-over. Plans
have been made to update the storage facility across
one side of the room, making it better as a workable Art
room and ceramics studio. We plan to spend time
over the holidays organising space for each student to
store their individual work, InshaAllah.

This year the department welcomed the return of Ms
Moriam, who had previously covered my maternity
leave in 2012. Moriam came in to cover Friday lessons, and will be returning in September to teach on
Tuesdays. The last few weeks have been hectic; the
Year 11 students had an exhibition of their work for the
moderator to assess. Immediately following this we
have been running workshops as part of Islamic week;
the students made beautiful ceramic discs that will form
a wall hanging (pictured).
Year 11 students had a trip to the Tate Modern and I
look forward to reinstating the Wallace Collection trip
for Year 8s, the Victoria and Albert museum for Year 9s
and the Hampton court visit for Year 7s next year, InshaAllah.
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Geography Department:
Ms.R Naghi & Ms. S Malik
It has been another eventful year for the geography
department. We were happy to welcome Ms. Malik
this year, who taught year 7 geography.
Islamic week:
Islamia has numerous whole school activities across
the year, which is the cause and effect for an active
and lively student body. Such activities sometimes
mean we are not managing material waste and food
in the most caring and ethical manner. As part of being active actors for change, we ran a workshop with
year 10 during Islam week, to create awareness of
the situation. In the workshop we then came up with
long term solutions that we as a school could manage
in our future events, such as not ordering so much
meat (Did You Know that if you planted 100 acres of
field with beans you could feed 610 people a year,
however for the same amount of land to pasture
enough animals you could only feed 20 people a
year).
We also looked as reducing the amount of plastic we
use e.g. only buying recyclable plastic, promoting reuseable water bottles, and using paper instead where
we can. Such actions help us to take control over an
amazing responsibility Allah has bestowed upon us,
by taking care of the Allah’s creation and not abusing
it thoughtlessly. These excellent steps have already
been taken by our amazing year 9 students at the
Iftar dinner, where they encouraged everyone to reuse their cups by writing their names on them. Students used re-useable plates, which they washed
after instead of using non-recyclable disposable
plates. May Allah reward everyone for their efforts!
inshAllah we can keep such initiatives up until they
become the norm here at Islamia. We still have a long
way to go, so please help and be part of these
changes to create a low waste, and ethically conscience culture.
Field trips included:
Year 7 & 8 – Woburn Safari Park
Students explored animal adaptation and habitats
Year 9 – Cambridge
Here we collected data on how land use changes
within a city.
Year 10 – Brighton
GCSE students collected data for their controlled assessment, investigating the impact tourists have had
on the surrounding environment.
New specification starting September 2016
In order to better cater for Option subjects, current
students in year 9 and 8 (2014-15) will have chosen
their Options in preparation for the new academic
year.
Current Year 9 will be the last year to complete Edexcel Specification A, with controlled assessment 25%
and examinations worth 75%.
Current Year 8 will be the first year to start Edexcel
Specification B, with examinations worth 100%.

Preparation for GCSE Geography:
Students hoping to continue studying at GCSE level
should start preparing over the summer holidays. This
does not have to be so extensive it hinders any planned
summer holiday activities, it should be enough that you
are ready for the topics and content we plan to cover.
Current Year 9 students have access to free copies of
the two main text books we will be studying from. Copies are also stored in the library. These include;
‘Tomorrow’s geography for Edexcel GCSE Specifcation A’ by Steph Warren and Mike Harcourt
(4th Edition). Hodder Education
‘Edexcel GCSE. Geography A Geographical Foundations’ by Andy Palmer & co. Pearson.
A breakdown of each specification were given out on
Options evening, please do inquire at reception if you
have not yet received a copy. Or alternatively email me
at rayen_naghi@islamiaschools.com so that I may
email you a copy.
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PE Department:
Ms Jasmina Gordhan
The highlight of this years PE department was the
Sports Day, which the whole school participated in.
The competition took place between houses as well
as between individuals.
Everyone who took part walked away with a medal of
appreciation
Year 7 and 8 have also enjoyed a day of horse riding
at the London equestrian centre in Finchley.

Business
Studies
Department :
Mr Anubhav Gautam
Alhamdullilah, another cohort of students started their
GCSE in Business Studies this year. As part of Business Studies, Year 10 pupils also take part in the Young
Enterprise Company Programme.
This programme allows the students to implement the
theory learnt in the classroom. The Young Enterprise
Company Programme is a competition where students
from different schools around Brent start up and run real
life businesses.
This year, the Islamia School team chose to launch a
scented candle and henna candle business. They registered their company under the name of Arabian Lights
and Mash’Allah, the company was a huge success. Not
only did the team make a profit, but Alhamdulillah they
also won an award.
The presentation team bravely stood up in Harrow civic
centre before a large audience and presented their
product to the Young Enterprise judges at the Brent and
Harrow area final. Being the only team made up of year
10 students, the girls did tremendously well against the
other businesses they were competing against, all of
whom were made up of AS Level students. Unfortunately, Arabian Lights did not receive an award at this
event. However, some of the judges were so impressed
with their efforts they invited the Islamia girls to another
final event, this time at Deutsche Bank on Liverpool
Street.
With less than 48 hours notice, the girls prepared themselves and were this time awarded with the ‘Most Innovative’ product. Well done to all who participated and
we hope to achieve the same, or even better, successes next year Insha’Allah.
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French Department:
Ms Souad Tehami and Mrs Samia Djabellah
Under the MFL department in Islamia Girls’ School we offer French to GCSE, allowing pupils to build on the work
done in Key Stage 3.
As the world advances, having English as a solitary language is no longer enough and in order to advance themselves pupils should not allow themselves to be hindered by a language barrier; which is why we encourage learning French at Islamia! Learning a new language helps pupils better understand new cultures and opens them up to
new experiences. Pupils who speak more than one language have increased brain capacity and better memory
skills than those who speak a single language. Having an extra language will help further a pupil in their coming
careers due to the growing internationalism of the business world.
Pupils have already covered some of the content of the GCSE course in Year 9, and many of the pupils will already be working at a basic GCSE level in terms of grammar and vocabulary; pupils do not need to be fluent in
French to be able to do the GCSE.
Teaching and curriculum
The themes and topics covered in French are diverse of which:
Media and Culture
Sport and Leisure
Travel and Tourism
Business, Work and Employment
Assessment:
The students are assessed on the same method and the same four skill areas in KS3 and KS4 that are: listening,
speaking, reading and writing.
Units 1 and 3 – Listening and Reading:
Where pupils are assessed on their ability to understand specific details and key points, summarise texts, recognise attitudes, opinions and emotions and draw conclusions.
Unit 2 – Speaking:
Pupils are assessed on their ability to seek and give information, carry out transactions, participate
in conversations, narrate and discuss past, present and future events, express ideas and point of view.
Unit 4 – Writing:
Pupils are assessed on their ability to express ideas, attitudes, feelings and opinions, giving reasons where appropriate. Refer to and narrate past, present and future events.
The pupils at Key Stage 4 will be assessed on the Higher Tier at GCSE, where they are expected to deal
with a degree of unpredictability, use a wider range of vocabulary, deal with a wider range of potential problems,
discuss issues and give opinions, and give fuller descriptions and accounts.
As of September 2015, the French GCSE option will start from Year 9, giving pupils ample time to prepare
for the GCSE in order to achieve to their fullest potential. The department is preparing and taking INSETs to be
ready to deliver at it best the new specification starting from September 2016.
This past year at Islamia, the French department has had great success alhamdulilah, with 40% of our
GCSE results being A*s! This year has also been one of enjoyment as the Year 10 pupils had a wonderful trip to
the West End to watch the production of “Les Misérables”, where they learnt about the French Revolution and the
iconic literary works of Victor Hugo.
The department commitment is to persevere to excel academically and make of the French classes a
memorable learning experience.
It is in the intention of the department to organise more trips In the near future insha’ Allah, to make learning a language a more fun and interactive experience.
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SPAIN TRIP
We are delighted to say that 15th of April 2015 was our fourth year taking our year 10 students to embark on a journey set over a thousand years ago in Andalucía, Spain. Almost 1000 years of Islamic
presence in Spain, Muslims, Jews and Christians lived together and prospered in a thriving multicultural civilization. Here, remarkable individuals made lasting contributions in such areas as poetry, art,
architecture, science, agriculture, medicine, engineering and even hydraulic technology. This Islamic
Heritage tour of Andalucía took the students through an engaging and insightful journey into this critical period in world history. The students got to enjoy and explore the forgotten Islamic civilisation of
Spain speared by a professional and enthusiastic tour guide.
The journey begun at the Alpujjara where we stopped at the old Muslim bridge and the Muslim fort/
castle which is the location of one of the last stands made by the Muslims of Alpujjara. We then continued to make our way to Granada and visited the astonishing Alhambra which can be considered as
one of the most famous examples of Islamic art overall, but is certainly the ending and grand finale of
medieval Islamic culture on the Iberian Peninsula.
One of our final stops was Cordoba where we entered Cordoba masjid, one of the most important and
largest masjids in its time. Subhanallah the architecture was beyond amazing. Continuing our journey
we walked through the old Jewish quarter and then across the old Roman bridge for a visit to a fantastic interactive Museum on Islamic Spain. After leaving Cordoba, we stopped at the archaeological site
of Madinat al Zahra. The city built by the Caliph Abdul Rahman III. Here we saw the Palace ruins
which sent shivers up our spines and took a visit to the new exhibitions and museum. We ended the
trip just before heading to the airport with a delicious seaside meal and enjoyed the sand, sun and water. For dessert, what better than a cold juicy watermelon!
Throughout the trip the students were able to engage with the local Muslim community and they were
able to gain an understanding of the steps the community had taken to preserve and nurture their
faith. As a Muslim girls’ school we believe it is our responsibility to play an active role in helping our
students develop secure identities as proud European Muslims, this trip is one aspect of the work that
is necessary. Not only did the students thoroughly enjoy the trip but they walked away feeling proud of
their heritage.
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House Point Winners
House Points: For the second year in a row, the house point winner goes to the Eagles for with a tremendous 1476 points. Lions followed very closely with a 1415 points while Dolphins collected 1190 points. Well done to the Eagles House: Nusayba AbdelKhalek, Bushra Abdi, Nusaybah Abdur-Rahman, Aaliyah Ahmed, Fatima Ahmed, Hibah Akbar, Janna Al-Joubory, Loujain Al-Saadi, Arafat Al-Saieq, Sama
Al-Siddiq, Mariam Anwar, Nour El Houda Awan, Hawwa Bakht- Noor, Marwa
Bassou, Amirah Begum, Shezil Butt, Sofia Chardi, Amani Dad, Bushra
Dunne, Suraya Gafore,Yalda Gafore, Hajir Gorashi, Rumaysa Hasib, Yumna
Ilyas, Fathima Islam, Farahnaz Hameed Khan, Mariam Khan, Aicha Halima
Laouar, Sara Mahmud, Raniyah Majed, Safaa Malik, Najma
Mohamoud, Fatimah Zahra Mohd Fauzi, Raheema Mughal, Malak Muradi, Razan Muradi, Khadija Musa, Marwa Mutawakil, Ayah Nour, Lujayn Nour, Hadiya Parker,
Amarah Patel, Yasmin Rafiq, Nour Sennoun, Hana Shaikh, Fatima Sheikh- Nur, Barakah Shoubaki,Eemaan Shoubaki, Maliha Waheed, Eemaan Wains, Asiya Weheliye, Leen Yassin.
STAFF CHANGES 2014-15
The 2014-2015 academic year will bring a few changes in the IGS staffroom. We said goodbye to our
Arabic an d Quran, Mrs Ghena Taraboulsi, in October with heavy hearts. Mrs Ghena was an exemplary teacher and her absence from the staffroom was felt by us all. We pray that Allah blesses her
with good health.
We also bid farewell to our IT manager Fatima Sheikh who will be truly missed. Our PA Rabia Bashir
also left us earlier this year and we will surely miss having her around.
It is with regret and great sorrow that we are saying goodbye to our maths teacher Mrs Juwayriyah
Zamir, who is travelling abroad with her family. Mrs Juwayriyah was an outstanding teacher and was
much loved by teachers and students alike, she will truly be missed. We wish her all the best in the
future. We are also sadly saying goodbye to our school secretary Miss Saadia Akhtar and wish her
all the best. May Allah reward them all profoundly for the hard work and effort they put into the
school. Stay in touch! Islamia will always be open to you for your visits!
On a happier note, next academic year we are welcoming our full-time maths teacher, Ms. Ashna
Mohammed and our part-time maths teacher Mrs. Zuhra Abukar. We are also welcoming our full-time
PA Miss. Faizah Kamal and our full-time IT manager Mr. Adil Al-Kadamy.
We hope our new staff members enjoy their time with us here at Islamia and remind our students to
welcome them warmly.
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Delegates from Malaysia and
Indonesia
We welcomed two groups of very special guests this year all the way from Malaysia and Indonesia.
The delegates from Malaysia included esteemed head teachers and educators who came on a n official capacity
to see the school in operation, and share their educational experiences with us.

Malaysia delegation

The Indonesian delegation included honoured members from the Indonesian Ministry of Education and
a number of educators from various parts of the country. Amongst the topics discussed with our guests
was the possibility of student exchange projects between Islamia and Indonesian schools. After touring
the school and speaking to staff and students, each member of the delegation presented the school
with a symbolic artefact from each of their islands.
“I believe everyone was happy and also deeply impressed with the visit. Further more everyone have
learned and acquired new inputs in order to achieve better schooling techniques in making an environment of fun for the children . Indeed the kind hospitality and friendly atmosphere has made the visit
more pleasurable.”
Dino Kusnadi, Indonesian Embassy
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Get in Gear for the last 10 days...
Salman Al-Oadah
The last ten nights of Ramadan are very special. The first of these nights occurs on the eve of the 21st day of Ramadan.
In other words, it is the night that commences after the completion of the 20th day of fasting. Sometimes there are only
nine nights, whenever the month of Ramadan lasts for only 29 days. Nevertheless, they are still traditionally referred to as
"the last ten nights".
These are the nights that the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) would spend in constant worship. Among these
nights is Laylat al-Qadr(the Night of Power) – a night more blessed than a thousand months. The Prophet (peace be upon
him) used to single these nights out for worship and the performance of good deeds. He would exert himself in worship
during these ten nights more than any other nights of the year. Aisha tells us: "During the last ten nights of Ramadan, the
Prophet (peace be upon him) would tighten his waist belt and spend the night in worship. He would also wake up his family." (Al Bukhari) Aisha also says: "I had never known Allah's Messenger (peace be upon him) to read the entire Quran in a
single night, or to spend the whole night in prayer up until the morning, or to spend a whole month in fasting – except in
Ramadan." (An Nasai' & Ibn Majah) When we say that the Prophet Muhammad spent the whole night in worship, we
should qualify it. This is because he would spend some time eating dinner, partaking of his pre-dawn meal, and other similar activities. However, he would spend most of the night in worship.

Annual Awards 2015
On the last week of every year the Annual Awards
Ceremony recognizes the ability, flair and commitment. Following is the list:

TEAM Building!

Subject

Key stage 3

Key stage

Mathematics
Food Tech

Barakah Shoubaki
Safiyah Shehzadi

Nesma Ali
Amarah Patel

Geography
English
French
Arabic

Rifa Iqbal
Nuha Aisyah Azman
Naseema Khan
Kaneez Zahra Latif

Art
Biology
Physics
Chemistry

Amina Kabboua
Lujayn Nour
Sara Ali
Shanzay Butt
Fatimah Zahra
Mohd Fauzi

Bushra Dunne
Aqsa Faruqui
Alia Hussein
Dana Ali
Hawwa BakhtNoor
Meryemnur Enver
Eemaan Shoubaki
Alema Khan

On the Friday 1st May all the staff from IGS, BCB and
YIF went on a team building activity in Banbury. The
day was organised by ‘A Day In The Country’ and it
was made up of a two hour treasure hunt around a
250 acre estate. We were put into teams and where
given a map, a list of items to collect, a list of pictures to be taken and also had to complete the various mental and physical activities within set time limits. As you can imagine it was fast paced and extremely competitive. It was a great day out and all
the staff had an amazing time and for the second
year running Ms Jabeen led her team to victory!

ICT/CSs
Religious
Studies
Quran
History
P.E
Islamic History
Business Studies
YE Finance Manager KS4

Fathima Islam
Zaynab Ishtiaq
Khan
Aaisha Ali
Samah Jung
Nusayba AbdelKhalek
N/A

Mariam Anwar
Faduma Musa
Aminah Rahmatullah
Bushra Abdi
Nusaybah AbdurRahman
N/A
Zaina Al Akraa
Halimah Abbas

YE Asst Manager
YE Managing Director
Akhlaq Award

4

Ayisha Khan
Sarah Mohamed
Maryam Rehman

Asiya Weheliye

Outstanding Achievements

Taibah Al-Fagih

Sports

Nusayba Abdel-Khalek

House Points

Zaynab Ishtiaq Khan

Academic Improved

Fatima Layass

Attendance

Yalda Gafore

Uniform

Hasanah Khan

Contribution to School

Mashal Shafiq

Dramatic Performance

Khadija El-Giathi

Effort: Hadiya Parker (Yr7); Naseema Khan (Yr8); Duaa
Wains (Yr9); Sara Rafiq (Yr10)
Punctuality:Sara Ali; Nala Ali; Nuha Aisyah Azman; Yasmin
Bashir; Sofia Chardi; Amani Dad; Jasmine El-Sayed; Edil Issa;
Rumaysa Hasib; Lyba Imran; Farahnaz Hameed Khan; Imaan
Mirza; Aaya Mohammed; Marwa Mutwakil; Sumayyah Rahmatullah; Saffiyyah Rahmatullah; Aminah Rahmatullah;
Shaanzay Sajid

